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Not if but when Euro unravels

• A major Greek default in next 6 months

• Immediate contagion to Ireland and Portugal

• Spain and Italy are also very vulnerable• Spain and Italy are also very vulnerable

• Europe will experience a banking crisis

• Countries will exit Euro in one to two years
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The Crisis intensifies

• Spain and Italy have come under attack

• French banks have funding difficulties • French banks have funding difficulties 

• German public resistance to bailouts increases

• Germany and France flirt with recession
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Euro’s End Game

• Euro can unravel from “top” or from “bottom”

• Unraveling triggers European bank crisis

• Germany reluctant to turn off financing spigot

• Loss of political willingness in periphery and 
capital flight more likely triggers
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Major Imbalances in the periphery

• Massive budget deficits in periphery

• Greece, Spain and Portugal have large 
external imbalancesexternal imbalances

• Overall indebtedness in Club-Med is high

• Spain and Ireland are in middle of housing 
busts
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Divergent Unit Labor Cost 

Performance
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Essence of Periphery’s Problem

• Large budget and balance of payment 
deficits

• No currency to devalue to boost exports• No currency to devalue to boost exports

• Fiscal adjustment leads to deep recession 
that erodes tax base

• Falling prices increases debt burden
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Unpleasant Greek Arithmetic

• Regaining competitiveness implies at least 10 
percent price deflation

• Budget correction has already caused Greek • Budget correction has already caused Greek 
GDP to contract by 9 percent

• Budget revenue collections are now declining

• Recession will boost debt /GDP ratio to over 
180 percent
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Adjustment fatigue

• Greece’s IMF program is off track

• IMF wants additional corrective measures

• Greek Minister of Finance resists measures for 
fear of deepening recession

• Portugal will soon follow Greece
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Spain is real test for euro

• Budget deficit over 9 percent of GDP

• 20 percent loss in price competitiveness

• External debt ratio above 130 percent of GDP

• A deep recession and unemployment at 20 
percent

• A housing bubble that is still bursting 17
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Spanish and Irish Property Bubbles
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Europe’s banks at risk

• Greek sovereign default would be largest on record

• Europe’s banks loaned US$2 trillion to periphery’s 

sovereignssovereigns

• Spanish private external debt exceeds US$ 1 trillion

• European banks already have funding difficulties
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Bailout Fatigue in the Core

• EFSF is too small for Spain and Italy

• Germany and France could be 75 % of EFSF

• German Finnish, Dutch and Austrian voters 
oppose bailouts

• Eurobonds would require Treaty change
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